The Grand Chapter of Oregon
Order of the Eastern Star

In Memoriam

**Virginia Wright**

Past Grand Matron
Grand Chapter of Oregon 1963 – 1964

Passed Away on October 20, 2018

Initiated November 24, 1947
Valentine Chapter #98, Myrtle Creek, Oregon
which consolidated with
Oregon Chapter #57, Canyonville, Oregon in 2005
In 2016 Oregon Chapter #57 consolidated with Roseburg Chapter #8
Roseburg, Oregon

“A gate swings briefly open and a loved one slips away,
Slips smiling from life’s shadows into bright eternal day;
Where earthly grief is forgotten, where pain shall be no more,
To peace, past understanding, God has opened wide the door.”

(From the memorial service of the “Oregon’s Diamond” Grand Chapter Session of WGM Virginia Wright and WGP Kenneth Blair)

We extend our sympathy to our Sister’s family, Chapter, and many friends.
This memorial will be read in Subordinate Chapters at the first stated meeting after its receipt and the Altar draped in accordance with the rules of each Chapter.
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